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Valestone Hardscapes™ designed by Oldcastle® offers premium paver 

innovation and top quality products for a great value. These patio, 

driveway and walkway pavers are easy to install making them perfect 

for DIY projects but providing the upscale look you desire. The modular 

products offer ultimate design flexibility requiring little to no cutting and 

provide easy laying patterns for a beautiful finish in a fraction of the time.
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Valestone Hardscapes Domino Fairmont paver has all the 

features you want in a premium, top quality paver. Give 

your patio or walkway the beauty and texture of a multi-stone 

slate finish with minimal effort. 

The unique one-sized three stone collection features deeply 

embossed joints to create the look of five different stones that 

are incredibly easy to install and don’t require a pattern for 

laying. They look great no matter how you put them down. 

Domino Fairmont paver

Size: 2" H x 6" D x 12" W

Coverage: 2 pieces per sq. ft.

Weight: 14.25 lbs per unit

Range Beige - 1000785998     Range Grey - 1000785997

Size: 2” H x 6” D x 12” W

Coverage: 2 pieces per sq. ft.

Weight: 14.25 lbs per unit

Size: 2” H x 6” D x 12” W

Coverage: 2 pieces per sq. ft.

Weight: 14.25 lbs per unit

Fewer pieces achieve multi-stone look
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Genesis Patio Stone

Slate look inspired by nature’s colours and textures

Size: 2" H x 16" D x 16" W

Coverage: 0.56 pieces per sq. ft.

Weight: 43 lbs per unit

Size: 2" H x 16" D x 24" W

Coverage: 0.38 pieces per sq. ft.

Weight: 62 lbs per unit

Available in two sizes, Valestone Hardscapes™ Genesis Slab 

lets you create a timeless look you’ll enjoy for years. 

Ideal for patios, you can install 16" x 16" or 16" x 24" sizes 

individually or combine them for a custom look. Nature’s colours 

and textures are always in fashion and adds prestige that elevates 

your outdoor decor to the next level.

Range Beige - 1000785996 
Range Grey - 1000785995

Range Beige - 1000785607 
Range Grey - 1000786034
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Marseilles Paving Stone

A premium paving stone designed with you in mind

Size: 2.38" H x 7" D x 7" W

Coverage: 2.94 piece per sq. ft.

Weight: 10 lbs per unit

Size: 2.38" H x 7" D x 10.5" W

Coverage: 1.96 pieces per sq. f t.

Weight: 15 lbs per unit

Size: 2.38" H x 3.5" D x 7" W

Coverage: 5.88 piece per sq. ft.

Weight: 5 lbs per unit

Valestone Hardscapes™ Marseilles Paving Stone captures the 

look of hand-cobbled stone.

Marseilles Paving Stone’s modular three-piece design reduces 

cutting while giving your DIY project a spectacular look with 

minimal effort. You will be enjoying the premium look of your 

beautiful new driveway, patio or walkway sooner than you 

could ever imagine.

Range Grey - 1000785604 Range Grey - 1000785605 Range Grey - 1000785606
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Visit oldcastlearchitectural.ca to find inspirational photos 

and great ideas of outdoor living projects, including how- to 

information and installation. Don’t wait, start your outdoor 

project today with the help of Valestone Hardscapes and 

The Home Depot!

For information & inspiration ideas visit: oldcastlearchitectural.ca



Available exclusively at The Home Depot


